Vinyl Lettering

Applications
Vinyl lettering can be applied to most smooth, glossy surfaces such as glass, plastic, fiberglass,
and painted metal (all if properly finished). Applications include vehicles, windows, toolboxes,
boats, equipment, cabinets, and lockers.

Instructions
Note: Your vinyl lettering consists of three layers.
- The top layer is application tape to hold the letters in place during the process.
- The middle layer is the lettering.
- The bottom layer is backing to protect the adhesive until application.

1. Thoroughly clean destination surface to remove all oil, dirt, and dust.
2. Lay lettering on a clean flat surface and make sure the application tape is stuck firmly to the
lettering. This can be done using a squeegee or rubbing it by hand.
3. Align lettering (all three layers) on the destination surface. Use whatever means necessary
to get it straight and how you want. (Once you begin the application, you only get one
chance!)
4. Secure in place along one edge with regular masking tape.

5. Fold lettering over along the masking tape that is holding it in place to expose backing.

6. Start at a corner, and peel away backing. Be sure all lettering stays on the application tape
and does not peel away with the backing. This can be affected by the speed and angle at which
the backing is peeled away.

7. Fold lettering back over and using a squeegee, credit card, or your thumb, lay down the
lettering and application tape being careful not to leave wrinkles or air bubbles. DO NOT LAY IT
ALL DOWN AT ONCE. Hold it at an angle away from the destination surface and slowly press it
down, starting at the masking tape and working toward the opposite edge.

8. Carefully peel away masking tape.

9. Squeegee or rub the lettering a few times to make sure it is firmly adhered to the surface.

10. Starting at a corner, slowly and gently peel away application tape leaving behind only the
lettering. Make sure none of the lettering pulls away with the application tape. This is affected
primarily by how sharp of an angle you peel back the application tape (THE SHARPER THE
ANGLE, THE BETTER). The glossier the surface is, the better the lettering will be adhered.

Note: If you have left any air bubbles, first try rubbing bubble out toward the edge of the
letter. If that cannot be done, you can use a pin to make a tiny puncture in the center of the
bubble, then squeeze out the air.

